4201 E. Arkansas Avenue, Suite 290
Denver, CO 80222

DATE:

September 8, 2017

TO:

Transportation Commission

FROM:

David Eller, Region 3 Director; Kyle Lester, Director of Highway
Maintenance; Susan Rafferty, Director of Human Resources

SUBJECT:

Housing Solutions

Purpose
To discuss approach to creating a housing policy which will answer the “Hard to Fill and
Extremely Hard to Fill Benefits” Audit No. 15-022 (Attachment A) and which will establish the
guidelines for housing eligibility, criteria and options.
Action
No action. Requesting input and direction on approach.
Background
For the past 14 months, a working group has been meeting on a regular basis to try to find
solutions to CDOT’s housing issues, and to create a policy that will address the audit finding
concerns. The working group includes the HR Director, two RTD’s, the Director of Highway
Maintenance and two additional HR employees. As affordable housing becomes scarcer in
some areas, it is becoming increasingly difficult for our current employees to afford to live in
the areas in which they work. In addition, it is very difficult to recruit and hire new
employees in high cost areas. This has proven to be an extremely complex issue. The group
has created several potential solutions which are outlined in the attached housing
presentation (Attachment B).
Currently, CDOT provides a $500/month stipend to essential employees who are designated
to work in areas that are deemed to be both high cost and hard to fill (see Attachment C,
memo entitled “FY16 HTF Maintenance Memo”). Due to the nature of the work that is
performed by essential personnel (e.g. plowing snow), it is mandatory that they live within
thirty minutes of their assigned work location. The cost of living in Colorado has continued to
increase substantially, and many of the maintenance work locations are based in high cost
areas where it is difficult to find affordable and/or available housing for employees.
Currently, CDOT utilizes the $500 monthly stipend to address housing issues. In some areas
across the state CDOT also utilizes trailer pads, “hoteling”, manufactured housing and a few
areas have CDOT housing that is available to a limited number of employees. The current
process lacks consistency, clear eligibility criteria, sufficient policies and procedures, and
adequate monitoring and oversight. The creation of a housing policy will address the
shortcomings that were indicated in the audit findings and set forth guidelines and criteria
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that will be clearly defined and equitable. The policy will do so by addressing housing
challenges in areas where the following criteria has been met:
• Proven difficulty in recruiting/retention
• Proven lack of available housing
• Proven lack of affordable housing
In addition, several other housing options are also being considered. These include the
addition of a tiered stipend system, dorm camps, and potentially the construction of
employee housing through a partnership with other organizations. It is the goal of the
working group to decide on viable housing solutions, and to finalize and implement the
housing policy in the next several months.
Details
Attachment A is a copy of the audit findings from January, 2015. The audit objective was to
assess the effectiveness of the policies, procedures and internal controls over hard to fill (HTF)
and extremely hard to fill (HTFX) benefits. Housing stipends fell under the scope of the audit.
The conclusion of the audit was that the program needed to be improved and there needed to
be clear eligibility criteria, sufficient policies and procedures, and adequate monitoring and
oversight.
Attachment B is a presentation that includes potential solutions to the current housing issues,
as well as the associated costs.
Attachment C is a copy of the “FY16 HTF Maintenance Memo”. This memo defines the job
classifications that are eligible for housing based on their high cost location and hard to fill
status.
Next Steps
•
Determine if partnering with other organizations to build employee housing is feasible
•
Determine proper tiers for monthly stipends
•
Finalize housing policy
Attachments
•
Attachment A: HTF Audit Findings
•
Attachment B: Housing Presentation
•
Attachment C: FY16 HTF Maintenance Memo
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Audit Report Number: 15-022

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Purpose of Review and Objectives
The audit objective was to assess the effectiveness of the policies, procedures and
internal controls over hard to fill (HTF) and extremely hard to fill (HTFX) benefits. We
conducted the audit at both the request of the Director of Strategic Workforce Solutions
and the Director of Administration. This report adds value by assisting management with
reducing the risk of ineffective or non-existent internal controls which promote efficiency,
reliable reporting, and ensure compliance with laws, regulations, and policies. This report
also assists CDOT management with achieving its goals associated with the People
Summit.
Background
In 1999, management instituted a pay differential program to address retention and
recruitment problems for selected maintenance and tunnel support service positions at the
Eisenhower Tunnel. This pay differential allowed for a base building pay premium up to
15 percent above the employee’s starting salary. In 2006, management revised the
program to include a housing allowance which was in addition to the HTF benefit and was
for extremely hard to fill positions (HTFX). In 2014, CDOT again revised the HTF program
and new hires, as of February 1, 2014 received a non-base building pay differential.
Employees hired prior to February 2014 retained the HTF rate unless they signed a waiver.
Since February 2014, CDOT has paid about $2.2 million in HTF/HTFX benefits to at least
488 employees.
Conclusion
The effectiveness of the policies, procedures, and internal controls of the HTF and HTFX
programs should be improved. Generally, the programs lacked clear eligibility criteria,
sufficient policies and procedures, adequate monitoring and oversight. These conditions
primarily occurred because management wanted to pay employees at the same base
salaries for the same positions. These conditions led to a lack of transparency,
accountability, and did not appear to eliminate recruitment and retention problems.
As a result, we recommend CDOT management 1) develop a procedural directive that
emphasizes using the existing flexibility within the pay bands; 2) follow the procedural
directive process to develop appropriate and centralized policies and procedures that
include clear eligibility requirements and an effective monitoring and oversight system,
and 3) implement a process to ensure that accurate information regarding the recipients
is used for an annual analysis and assessment of program effectiveness and consider
adjusting base salaries based on locality differences or other supported hard to fill
conditions.
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Purpose of Review and Objectives
The audit objective was to assess the effectiveness of the policies, procedures and
internal controls over the hard to fill (HTF) and extremely hard to fill (HTFX)
benefits. Both the Director of Strategic Workforce Solutions and the Director of
Administration requested the audit as a result of their concerns about the
effectiveness of the program. This report adds value by assisting management
with reducing the risk of ineffective or non-existent internal controls which promote
efficiency, reliable reporting, and ensure compliance with laws, regulations, and
policies. This report also assists Colorado Department of Transportation (CDOT)
management with achieving its goals associated with the People Summit.
Background
CDOT determined that certain maintenance and tunnel support positions are hard
to fill/retain due to evidence of recruitment difficulty, high turnover and cost of living
for the patrol area. As a result, positions designated by CDOT management as
hard to fill were eligible for a monthly pay differential. Beginning in 1999,
management instituted a pay differential program to address retention and
recruitment problems at the Eisenhower Tunnel. This pay differential allowed for a
base building pay premium up to 15 percent above the employee’s starting salary.
These HTF positions were classified as essential and only included selected
maintenance and tunnel support service positions.
In 2006, management revised the program to include a monthly housing allowance
of $500. This program, called HTFX, was an addition to the HTF benefit. Unlike
the HTF pay differential, this monthly benefit was not included in employees’ base
pay and was intended to assist essential maintenance employees with housing
expenses.
In 2014, CDOT again revised the HTF program and new hires, as of February 1,
2014, received a non-base building pay differential rather than the differential
within the base pay. Employees hired prior to February 2014 retained the HTF rate
as part of base pay unless they chose to sign a Voluntary Reduction in Pay
Agreement 1. According to CDOT payroll data, the Department paid about $2.2
million to at least 488 employees in HTF/HTFX benefits since February 2014. As
of February 2015, there are approximately one hundred locations (cities, counties,
areas, tunnels, and passes) and about fifty classifications designated as either
HTF or HTFX.
Table 1 displays the trend of employees receiving housing allowance. The number
of employees receiving the benefit increased by nearly 77 percent between 2008
and 2014 while the total population of maintenance employees decreased by 51
employees or 3 percent.
1

We could not verify how many employees chose the voluntary reduction, however, it does not appear that
any employees chose to sign that could have accepted promotions or transfers.
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Table 1
400

CDOT HTF/HTFX Audit
Housing Allowance Recipients by Year
Calendar Years 2008 - 2014

300
200

210

219

228

2008

2009

2010

249

257

2011

2012

356

372

100
0
2013

2014

Source: Audit Division’s analysis of payroll data

Conclusion
The effectiveness of the policies, procedures, and internal controls of the HTF and
HTFX programs should be improved. Generally, the programs lacked:
•
•
•

Clear eligibility criteria
Sufficient policies and procedures
Adequate monitoring and oversight

These conditions primarily occurred because management wanted to pay
employees at the same base salaries for the same positions and therefore
developed these programs to address recruitment and retention problems. In
addition, we identified three other contributing causes:
•
•
•

Decentralized authority applying outdated memorandums
Lack of a process to assess program effectiveness and benchmark data
Lack of an official policy or directive that provides for centralized authority
and guidance in applying the programs and utilizing flexibility in
appropriately adjusting salaries

Consequently, these conditions led to a lack of transparency, accountability, and
did not appear to eliminate recruitment and retention problems as reported by
management.
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We recommend CDOT management:
1) Develop a procedural directive that emphasizes using flexibility within the
pay bands.
2) Follow the procedural directive process to develop appropriate and
statewide procedures that include clear eligibility requirements and an
effective monitoring and oversight system.
3) Implement a process to ensure that accurate information regarding the
recipients is used for an annual analysis and assessment of program
effectiveness and consider adjusting base salaries based on locality
differences or other supported hard to fill conditions.
Audit Results
Unclear Eligibility Criteria
Since the program’s inception, the eligibility criteria has been communicated
through memorandums from the Chief Engineer. Specifically, management relied
on three memorandums: 1) February 2014 memorandum stating that the pay
differential was no longer included in base pay, 2) the superseding 2013
memorandum for the list of eligible job classification and 3) an outdated 2008
memorandum for the list of locations eligible for the benefits. The memorandum
issued in 2013 was intended to supersede all prior instructions. This memo also
states that in order to qualify for the HTF benefit, two of six criteria must be met,
and in order to qualify for the HTFX benefit, two of three criteria must be met 2.
Even though both of these memorandums have been signed by appropriate
appointing authorities, the lack of an official policy and centralized program
administration increases the difficulty of eligibility being applied uniformly and fairly.
Based on our review of the program criteria, we identified an overall lack of clarity
and consistency. Specifically,
•
•
•

The program was intended for maintenance but non-maintenance
classifications received the benefit.
The supporting eligibility criteria is unclear to the types and the amounts
of the pay premiums.
The location eligibility determination lacked consistency.

According to the 2013 memorandum, these benefits were intended for essential
maintenance employees, however, our analysis found that there were five nonmaintenance job classifications listed which included 10 employees.

2

See eligibility criteria chart in the Appendix.
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We also found instances of unclear supporting criteria related to the types and
amounts of the pay premiums. For example, the criteria states that an employee
can receive either the hard to fill pay differential (HTF) or both the differential and
the $500 housing allowance (HTFX). However, the following analysis of CDOT
2014 payroll detail in Table 2 below shows that 70 percent of benefit recipients
were paid only the $500 housing allowance (HA), even though the criteria listed in
the 2013 memorandum does not explicitly authorize this individual amount.

Table 2

CDOT HTF/HTFX Audit
Benefit Amounts Received by Type
Calendar Year 2014

24%

6%
70%

$421 (HTF)

$921 [HTFX (421+500)]

$500 (HA)

Source: Audit Division’s analysis of payroll data

The criteria also lacked consistency with regards to location types. According to
the locations listed in the criteria within the memorandums, locations are
inconsistently documented as cities, counties, and “areas,” making it difficult to
readily identify hard to fill locations are subject to interpretation. For example,
Metro Denver is listed as a “hard to fill” area but no specific cities are mentioned.
Additionally, the memorandums lack explanations for why certain locations are
eligible for HTF or HTFX benefits and some are not.
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Insufficient Policies and Procedures
Overall, the policies and procedures over the program need to be improved.
Specifically, there were no documented procedures for:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Performing reconciliations between payroll and human resources data to
ensure that information is correct
Performing secondary level reviews of SAP data to ensure correct data
input
Developing SAP input controls that only allow entry of approved eligibility
criteria
Developing time and approval requirements for “Start Form” submissions
Updating eligibility criteria
Designating a program “owner” to monitor program effectiveness

Each of the above assists in mitigating the risk of fraud and also ensures that the
program meets its objectives. In addition, periodically updating the eligibility criteria
ensures that the program is adequately addressing retention and recruitment
needs. Delegating a program owner will assist with oversight and monitoring to
ensure the program is effective and being administered properly and consistently.
In addition, the preparation of sufficient and consistent written policies and
procedures will minimize the risk of confusion and perceived unfairness among
maintenance workers. An official policy, preferably a procedural directive, would
go through the proper administrative and management channels to provide
centralized authority and ensure fairness, clarity, and consistency for all regions.
This best practice would assist in ensuring that the program meets its objectives.
Inadequate Monitoring and Oversight
Overall, the program lacks effective monitoring and oversight in the following four
areas:
1) Documented authorization forms
Review of personnel files located at Headquarters identified that 21 percent of
sampled files were missing authorization forms for employees receiving the
benefits. Authorization forms help ensure that employees receive the benefit when
eligible.

2) Secondary review of data
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HR program staff did not effectively monitor what was being paid out to employees.
In addition, management stated they did not perform a review of the payroll
division’s reconciliation between employees living in CDOT owned housing and
those receiving the housing allowance to ensure that employees did not receive
both benefits. A secondary level of review for changes regarding employee status
to/from an HTF/HTFX eligible position and/or locations is a preventative control to
minimize the risk of fraud.
3) Timely analysis of the HTF/HTFX program’s effectiveness
Management did not conduct a timely analysis of the program’s effectiveness and
did not evaluate amounts paid out to employees. Consequently, management
could risk paying employees benefits to which they were not entitled. In addition,
this analysis would also allow management to identify root causes of retention and
recruitment problems. For example, conducting a compensation study could
determine if pay structures are competitive and supported by job descriptions.
4) Oversight of application of the criteria
The 2013 memorandum criteria states the HTF benefit to be up to 15 percent of
the base salary yet some employees received more.
Effect
Due to unclear criteria, ineffective procedures, and a lack of monitoring and
oversight over the program, there is an increased risk of employee perceptions of
inequity, improper payments and fraud.

Recommendations
As a result of our audit testing and discussions with management, we identified the
following key recommendations that can assist in the program’s achievement of its
core objectives. We recommend that CDOT management:
1) Develop a procedural directive that emphasizes using the existing flexibility
within the pay bands.
2) Follow the procedural directive process to develop appropriate and centralized
procedures that include clear eligibility requirements and an effective
monitoring and oversight system.
3) Implement a process to ensure that accurate information regarding the
recipients is used to conduct an annual analysis and assessment of program
effectiveness and consider adjusting base salaries based on locality
differences or other supported hard to fill conditions.
7|P age
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Management Comments
Management generally agreed with the findings and recommendations.
Specifically, management agreed to develop a procedural directive that includes
clear eligibility requirements, develop an effective monitoring and oversight system
and to implement an effective annual analysis and assessment of the program.
Management advised that many of the memos, procedures, controls and
ownership were not always documented. Management has begun to make
changes that will improve the program.
Management provided the following chart detailing actions and implementation
dates in order to meet their overall implementation date of July 1, 2016.
When:
March –
October
2015
April 2015
August
2015
August
2015
August 28,
2015
Sept 2015

Sept 2015
October
2015
By July 1,
2016
By July 1,
2016
By July 1,
2016
By July 1,
2016
By July 1,
2016
July 1,
2016

Description:
Update the Transportation Maintenance Worker I and Transportation
Maintenance Worker II Position Descriptions
CDOT’s Human Resources Director requested that DHR conduct a system
maintenance study for the Transportation Maintenance Worker series
Discussions of process and procedures and data with Audit
Contacted Division of Natural Resources and DHR to discuss how they
established the housing allowance payment for the park rangers.
Transportation Commission confirmed CDOT’s Divisions for purposes of clearly
defining Appointing Authorities. This gave CDOT’s HR Director the authority to
“own” the revised Hard to Fill and Housing Programs.
Maintenance Superintendent, Traffic Engineers, and HR working group held a
lean like event to discuss the purpose, goals, objectives, outcomes of the pay
structure programs (recruitment, retention, cost of living) within maintenance
activities;
Revised the employment screening process and the language within the job offer
templates to reference the HTF and Housing MOU.
Require receipt of signed MOU agreements in HR prior to completing data entry.
Define recruitment, retention, and high cost areas goals and objectives in terms
of turnover of positions,
Write Compensation and Hours Worked Procedural Directives
Write Scope of Work for third party firm to provide a geographic assessments of
cost of living across Colorado and confirmation of the availability of labor in the
designated markets
Review data and write recommendations – get approval
Write procedural directive
Target date to implement revised programs
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Evaluation of Management Comments
Management’s comments and actions are responsive to the findings and
recommendations contained in this audit report.
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Appendix
Objective, Scope, Methodology and Criteria
The audit objective was to assess the effectiveness of the policies, procedures and
internal controls over the hard to fill (HTF) and extremely hard to fill (HTFX)
programs. We conducted the audit at the request of the Director of Strategic
Workforce Solutions and the Director of Administration.
Our audit included calendar year 2014 and did not include testing the population
of employees that receive the HTF benefit as part of their base salaries. We were
unable to determine the total amount of HTF and HTFX benefits paid out to
employees since the program’s inception. As a result, we cannot conclude on the
effectiveness of the procedures, and internal controls over HTF pay differentials
included within employee base salary.
We conducted this audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards,
except for a peer review not conducted within the three year requirement. This
peer review is expected to be conducted by the spring of 2016. These standards
require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain sufficient, appropriate evidence
to provide a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit
objective. We believe that the evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis for
our findings and conclusions. We did not identify any instances of fraud or abuse.
We discussed our observations and conclusions with management on December
16, 2015 and included their comments when appropriate.
In order to meet our objective, we conducted interviews with program staff and
related management. Through these interviews, we gained an overall
understanding of the program and management’s interpretation of the eligibility
criteria. We also conducted analysis and judgmentally selected records for review.
We obtained a list of employees from the SAP system that received HTF/HTFX
benefits during 2014.
We performed various analyses and testing of this population, including, but not
limited to:
• Investigating how much has been paid out since 2008 to determine the cost
of the program,
• Calculating pay differentials as a percentage of employees’ salaries to
evaluate the amount of the premium,
• Measuring the distance between employees’ home address and work
address, per management’s request,
• Testing to see how many new hires have been hired at base salary to
measure management’s use of their flexibility in regards to salary ranges,
• Verifying that the pay differential is included in PERA, while the housing
allowance is not included,
10 | P a g e
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Choosing a sample of employees from the 2014 population and reviewing
employee files for evidence of HTF/HTFX eligibility, and
Evaluating the logic of HTF/HTFX designated locations to see if we came
to the same conclusion as management.

We used the following standards, policies and procedures:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2011 GAO – Government Auditing Standards
FY10-11 State Personnel System Employee Handbook
State of Colorado Fiscal Rules: Effective July 2009
C.R.S. 24-50-104 (2014)
2008 and 2013 Chief Engineer memorandums
2014 HR Director memorandum
2015 Personnel Board Rules and Personnel Director’s Admin Procedures
Colorado State Archives, State Agency Records Management
4 CCR 801-1
Suggestions

We also identified several suggestions for management’s consideration that
complement our key recommendations and do not require management’s
response. We suggest that management:
1) Ensure personnel files are in compliance with the January 14, 2015 4 CCR
801 Personnel Board Rule 1-23 and Colorado State Archives, Schedule No.
11
2) Reevaluate patrol locations to ensure they are based on operational needs
and historical staffing challenges
3) Develop procedures to ensure information and communication flows
effectively between HR, Payroll Division, and Regional Transportation
Districts to ensure the program is equitably applied
4) Implement SAP input controls that clearly document benefit criteria (i.e.
classification, location, amount)
Prior Audit Coverage
We have not previously conducted any audits or reviews regarding these benefits.
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Eligibility Criteria Chart

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Hard to Fill (HTF) Position
2 of the following 6 must be met:
Employees leave for higher salary, or employees
leave for better working conditions based on the
exit interview.
Less than average number of candidates on
eligibility list.
At least one candidate rejected the minimum
salary.
Situations limit applicant pool or applicants reject
the starting salary.
Location has a very high cost of living based on
Legislative Council criteria.
Works in Eisenhower/Johnson Tunnel

1.
2.
3.

Extremely Hard to Fill (HTFX)
2 of the following 3 must be met:
Location designated as hard to fill/retain
Location is in very high or highest cost of
living based on Legislative Council criteria.
Comparison of local city/county and resort
salaries shows compensation above base
salary

Source: CDOT 2013 Memorandum
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Strategies to Address Housing

Goals and Outcomes of Housing Plan
• Address HTF audit
• Improve our ability to recruit and retain TM employees
• Decrease the costs of high turnover:
• 137 TMI, II and III employees resigned in FY17
• 150-200% cost to hire and train a new employee
• Decreased morale when understaffed
• Increased safety risks when understaffed

Purpose of Housing Proposal
•

•
•
•
•

Address challenges in areas where the following criteria has been met:
• Proven difficulty in recruiting/retention
• Proven lack of available housing
• Proven lack of affordable available housing
• We have evaluated how/if to staff a particular location to meet business
needs and, if necessary, adjusted patrol boundaries
Build a plan around response time of essential personnel (30 minutes)
Maintain a high level of service for citizens of Colorado
Respond to audit
Develop an independent policy to assess location specific issues through a
housing policy authorized by the TC. The policy will analyze all CDOT locations
utilizing the Legislative Council of the Colorado General Assembly Cost of
Living Differential Report issued every two years

Housing Options

Dorm Camp/
“Hoteling”

Existing CDOT
Housing/Trailer
Pads/Obtain/Build MDU
Housing

• Build a CDOT “dorm” for shortterm housing
• Utilize a “Firehouse model”
from living/work schedule (7
days on/7 days off, live at
facility during 7 days on)
• Locate on busy corridor where
easy access to CDOT facilities is
critical (e.g. Silverthorne- we
currently spend $1m/year for
JOA hotel accommodations)
• Continue to utilize hoteling
options

• Continue to utilize existing
trailer pads/CDOT housing (e.g.
R5)
• Partner with other
organizations with similar
housing challenges
(Police/Fire/County) in high
cost areas
• Potentially leverage
land/buildings that CDOT
already owns
• Utilize a management company
to oversee properties

Tiered
Monthly
Stipend

• Create tiers in areas with
a proven high cost of
living, but available
housing

Current HTF Pay Differential
Current State of Housing

(per June 18, 2015 “Approval of FY 2016 Maintenance
Hard to Fill” Memo)
Class Title

FY16 HTF Monthly Pay Diff

Electrical
Trades

$499

Equipment
Mechanic

$499

Equipment
Operator

$421

General
Labor

$347

LTC Trainee

$400

Pipe/Mech
Trades

$499

TM I II & III

$421

# of
Employees

Monthly
Stipend

Monthly
Cost

Annual
Cost

284

$500

$142,000

$1,704,000

Tier Breakdown Examples
High Cost locations are identified based on the . The breakdown of the 4
tiers is as follows:
Tier 4:
•
Index values 100-105
•
average of 1.8% above state average (index value = 100)
•
$935/year, or $78/month ($80 payment)
Tier 3:
•
Index values 105-110
•
average of 8% above state average (index value = 100)
•
$4171/year, or $347.58/month ($350 payment)
Tier 2:
•
Index values 110.1-114.9
•
average of 13.2% above state average
•
$6876/year, or $573/month ($575 payment)
Tier 1:
•
Index values of 115+
•
average of 37% above state average
•
$19,145/year, or $1595.42/month
•
(excluding Aspen School District 16.9% above average)
•
$8783.67/year, or $731.97/month ($750 payment)

Position Requirement
Eligibility is determined by meeting the following criteria:
•
Work address designated as a high cost location*
•
Position is designated “hard-to-fill” per FY16 designation
•
“High Cost” is defined as working out of a location that zip code
corresponds is in a school district with a Pacey COL index value
greater than 105
*This scenario leaves most folks at the tunnel ineligible
Current Tunnel Address in Clear Creek RE-1, not considered high cost
according to Pacey. (33 employees)
Options:
•
Move Tunnel Address to West-side in Summit County
•
Designate Eisenhower Tunnel as its own eligible tier
Please note: Recruitment/Retention Requirement pending..

Tiers

Index Amounts

# Employees
Eligible

Eligible Locations

Option 2
Payment
Amount

Option 2 Costs

1

115+

63

Steamboat, Rabbit Ears Pass, Eagle,
Gypsum, Wolcott, Leadville, Dowd,
Vail, Breckenridge, Loveland,
Silverthorne, Dillon, Frisco

$750

$47,250

2

110-115

82

Glenwood, Hanging Lakes,
Carbondale, Rifle, Aspen, Boulder,
Nederland, Estes, Telluride

$575

$47,150

3

105-110

124

Denver R1 & HQ, Blue Mesa,
Crested Butte, Gunnison, Lake City,
Sargents, Durango

$350

$43,400

4

100-105

167

Red Rocks, Fairplay, Hayden,
Yampa, Leadville, Twin Lakes,
Longmont, Straight Creek, Lyons,
Mead, Salida, Buena Vista, Poncha
Pass, Bayfield, Ignacio, Ouray,
Ridgway, Silverton

$80

$13,360

5

95-100

0

Strasburg, Aurora, Castle Rock,
Arapahoe, Centennial, Cotopaxi,
Canon City, Bailey, Fountain, Colo
Spg, Montrose, Delta, Lincoln,
Paonia, Bellevue, Ft Collins, Ft
Lupton, Poudre Canyon, Loveland,
Wellington, Livermore, La Veta,
Creede, Mancos, Wolf Creek,
Pagosa Spgs,

$0

0

6

<95

0

Havana, Brighton, Broomfield,
Commerce City, Thornton, Penrose,
Monument, La Junta, Trinidad,
Walsenburg, Raton Pass, Aguilar,
Lamar, Cripple Creek, Meeker,
Rangely, Berthoud, Granby,
Walden, Arriba, Burlington, Hugo,
Deer Trail, Kit Carson, Seibert, Ault,
George, Gilcrest, Akron, Brush, Ft
Morgan, Joes, Wray, Yuma

$0

0

7

Eisenhower Tunnel

33

Eisenhower Tunnel

$575

$18,975

CDOT Total

-

469

Housing Breakdown

• High Cost + HTF Position Eligible
• Eisenhower Tunnel Eligible for Tier 2 by
designation

-

$170,135 monthly
$2,041,620 annually

Summary of Housing Options

Summary of Housing Options

